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Vladimir Putin & Dmitri Medvedev,
EU wants Russia to have a bad economy for the coming 6 years.
Leaders & media assume 'that Putin will be in charge for 12 years after Medvedev is gone in 2014'.
So, they make sure the RU-economy can't grow in psychology, law, science or politics.
Waste of energy, that damages planet Earth in every facet.
When I advice you 'to make sure RU-fooks can 'stepp inn...' your plans for the New economy, you publish
an old-fashion speech on the Kremline-site, saying: 'We make plans that give people the opportunity to
stepp inn...'. Don't!
Don't talk about it, prove that you do it = energy-saver & personality-builder.
You need personality and New knowledge first, power second. Anticipation on war, third.
New media is neglected in politics
You send people into space, but you can't build a website to communicate with your own people on
Earth...
O, my dear - what are you thinking - ?
When RU wants to overrule Evil-EU with 'good-practices, you have to give EU Devoted-good-practices'.
They have to follow, otherwise they will lose in compitition...
So, do you want to be a pioneer in defence or a sleep-walker?
Websites of parliaments need to mature:
● Implement all technology available on a large scale
● Give all social-classes acces to your video-centre - build evidence together with them - to share
Russia with the world
○ politics
○ business
○ security & legal system
○ healtcare
○ education
○ science
○ household & streetlives
○ complaint-centre = give 'simple people' the opportunity to broadcast serious troubles - based
on evidence - on the site, without punishement for their 'government-hatred'
● Turn the Kremlin into a small broad-caster who wants to share knowledge for RU-growth together
with the people
● Make the regular media work on a more intelligent platform
● Game-industry for education of the people = law-games, management-games, architecture for
RU, foreign-affairs & agriculture for RU in relationship with Earth...etc...
All grounded in RU-lifestyle.
This advice is going to cause a headache...?
I've got a small-migraine-attack today = difficult tasks inside my body-soul-spirit.
Can hardly type... Oké, I am still at work, so you can go to work tóó!

You have to make the Kremlin-site more fun...
I feel that you are too afraid to start the day from 'the opposite polar of the continium'.
You could have had so much more power today, when you would have recognized me as a human being,
with an ICC-case - highly important for worldpeace.
Because you don't, war-lords in my file are becoming more corrupt every week.
Police Kennemerland refuses to talk to me about crime, overhere = police looks away when local
organisations become more criminal every week. Poor amongst the rich = nobody is save anymore.
NL-parliament 'breaks down all contact with the people'.
No emailadresses, no respons to warnings for corruption or terrorism, no publication of good policies,
no democracy... and no intelligence....
MPs of the NL-parliament are being dismissed & replaced without elections; people have no say in it
anymore... Not even when you are a member of a political-party.
And you are still waiting for what?
Only Interpol, FBI or other powerful organisations can rescue my life and help me stop war in NL.
A private individual in a powerful position can help me stop war too, but they are usually too lazy.
when they are being threatend 'they are amazed'. Well, I am not... I can see war coming from 1 billion
lightyears distance... that what I am build for. Not that I feel appreaciated on Earth....
So the lazy-well-beings- try to buy the brains of our war-lords in parliament.
This is almost identical to asking terrorists:'Will you place a bomb next to my body, please?
I understand that you feel 'that you have to deal with corruption in RU first, before you can teach NL a
lesson..'., but this is far from the daily-practise needed...
First you have to make sure that 'NL comprehends that NL is just as corrupt and dangerous as Russia',
second you prove that you can stop corruption.
New leadership, with New media.
Have a straightforward day,
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